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Agricultural producers are continually adjusting to changing
marketing channels. Some farmers obviously seek these
changes, while others are only later affected by the changing
conditions. One example of changing marketing channels
is the use of contracts in marketing agricultural products,
which has become more frequent in recent years.
This study estimated the importance of the various types of
first handler markets, including contracting, and the relationship between the various types of markets and the farms utilizing them in the Rolling Hains. The study area was selected
because farming in the Rolling Plains of Texas involves a mixture of basic commodities, including cotton, grain sorghum,
wheat, and beef cattle, which are important in the regional
area of the south and southymt: Farm operations in this area
appear to be typical in teini's of operator attitudes and farm
sizes.
The findings reveal a strong relationship between farm size
and contracting. The use of both crop and beef cattle contracts is associated with the larger farm producing units. The
results suggest that larger farm operators are either more active
and aggressive in seeking contracts or have advantages in being able to obtain contracts. This situation has implications
for farm firm survivd, structural changes, and adjustments in
farming. In the event that contracting leads to lower marketing costs, more efficient marketing, or lower marketing risks,
the larger producers may have the additional advantages in
terms of mobilizing capital and other farm resources and in
the growth and development of their farm operations.
'Respectively, associate professor, The Texas Agricultural Experiment Station (Dpqrtment of Agricultural Economics), and agrial
Analysis Division, ESCScultural e c o n o ~ ; ~ a t i o n Economic
USDA, College Station, Texas.
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About one-fourth of all crop farm operators made a contract
for the sale of either cotton, grain sorghum, or wheat in 1973.
Other than farm size, there did not appear to be any distinguishing characteristics between crop farms that contracted
and those that did not contract. A substantially higher proportion of the larger size operating units made contracts than
did the smaller size units. About one-half of thaSoperators who operated 600 or more abres of cropland made a
contract for one or more crops. In contrast, only about 14
percent of the operators with units of less than 150 acres of
cropland made a contract in 1973. Contracts for cotton were
made with considerably more frequency than contracts for
either grain sorghum or wheat. If size is measured in terms of
acres of cotton planted, rather than acres of cropland in the
farm, the relationship between farm size and crop contracted
is even more pronounced. Approximately three-fourths of
the growers who planted 500 acres or more of cotton contracted all or a portion of their crop, compared with about
one-fourth of the growers who planted less than 500 acres
of cotton.
Beef cattle contracts are mainly used to purchase feeder
cattle prodtked in connection with large wheat-stocker type
-operations where calves are grown out fo feeder weights.
Seventy percent of the cattle marketed through contracts
appeared to be from stocker type enterprises that involved
wheat andlor other types of cropland grazing activities. While
only 7 percent of beef cattle producers used contracts to sdl
or market beef cattle, more than 20 percent of all beef cattle marketed in 1973 were sold under contract because larger
producers were more inclined to market cattle this way. NO
beef producers with sales of less than 20 head and only 0.3
percent of the beef ca'ttle producers with cattle salesbe/tween 20 and 59 head sold beef cattle th~ougha contract,
while a high proportion of the larger beef producers utilized contracts in 1973. The use of beef cattle contracts has
increased with the growth and development of cattle feeding.
Many producers who started to contract before 1973 continue
to use contracts and deal with the same contractor each year.
Order buyers usudy act as agents for the feedlots in making
the contracts.
The crop contracts utilized in the Rolling Plains must be
classified as forward pricing contracts or advanced sale
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agreements. Production prwtices generally w r k not mfd,
other than prohibiking certain harvesting practices, such as
* a cotton off t k w u n d and the spe&fiGatio~st h t proeontmss uo&y
duars ptactke gosd fanning mttb&.
s p e d e d a pice in m b t h fe a stated qualitfand a q-y,
inc~udiag& production from a specif=d number of acres.
If r grower's contract was written in terms of all production from a spwifkd acreage, the W procedure was for
him to contra% dI ths acreage which he plant4 ar expected t o howst- l?mw growers who contracted a specif~d
volume of p r o d u ~ t f cmtracfed
~ ~ ~ y a subsbntidiy
mdbr volurno than the mount they expected to produce.
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Bcef cattle contracts usually specify a spec if^ price, amount
of part payment involved, description andlocation of the
cattle, delivery rate, FOB delivery point, allowable I 0-perpercent pencil shrink, scales to be used ta determine pay
rates, and health and brand certificates which must be furnished by the seller. Although the beef cattle contracts cannot be cla&fied as production contracts, a number of them
specify certain production practices that must be followed,
such as no we of implants and no grain fed and/or limiting
supp1emental feed to a certain level when needed during
d r m y periods or during other bad weather. Certain advantages, such as lower marketing costs, less handling, and
person4 contracts with producers, may exist in connection
with the we of beef cattle contracts, but costs savings to
buyers are apparently possible only when they are associated with larger producing units.
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In terms of all market outlets, local merchants or elevators
were by far the major purchasers of the three principal
field crops (cotton, grain sorghum, and wheatb There
appears to be no significant relationship between farm size
and the utilization of local markets. Central market mer. chants ranked second in importance as purchasers of cotton,
accounting for 17 percent of the total sales, but were not
important-marketifar
grain sorghum and wheat. Farmers' - --.
-cooperative assocutions purchased 15 per@& o f t 6 cotton
sold by farmers in the Rolling Rains and 11 percent of the
wheat, but they accounted for only 4 percent of grain sorghum sales. Thfougb cotton merchants, foreign buyers made
aome purchases from opeGtors of medium-size f a r m but
. did not deal with the mall or largest eottqn producers.
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8 d l b e f cattle producers tended to &ize auction markets

.ur4larg;e beef cattle producers tended to sell through order
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